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Unit 1 My Hobby is blogging 

 

I. The theme of the lesson: TOPIC SNAPSHOTS 

II. The aim of the lesson: to develop pupils knowledge, grammar, oral speech, their pronunciation, reading and 

writing habits, to improve their opinion about our independence state, about English speaking countries, 

working with dictionaries. 

III. The equipment of the lesson: Student’s book and Workbook, DVD, computer, projector 

IV. NEW THEME: 

 

 

 
 

 
V. Homework. To make a list of vocabulary from the lesson and learn them by heart 

VI. Evaluation. Marking pupils according to their activeness 

 

 

Director deputy on educational affairs ___________________ 
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Unit 1 My Hobby is blogging 

 

I. The theme of the lesson: VOCABULARY: talents and hobbies 

II. The aim of the lesson: to develop pupils knowledge, grammar, oral speech, their pronunciation, reading and 

writing habits, to improve their opinion about our independence state, about English speaking countries, 

working with dictionaries. 

III. The equipment of the lesson: Student’s book and Workbook, DVD, computer, projector 

IV. NEW THEME: 

 

 

 
V. Homework. To make a list of vocabulary from the lesson and learn them by heart 

VI. Evaluation. Marking pupils according to their activeness 

 

 

Director deputy on educational affairs ___________________ 
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Unit 1 My Hobby is blogging 

 

I. The theme of the lesson: GRAMMAR: Gerunds 

II. The aim of the lesson: to develop pupils knowledge, grammar, oral speech, their pronunciation, reading and 

writing habits, to improve their opinion about our independence state, about English speaking countries, 

working with dictionaries. 

III. The equipment of the lesson: Student’s book and Workbook, DVD, computer, projector 

IV. NEW THEME: 

 

 
V. Homework. To make a list of vocabulary from the lesson and learn them by heart 

VI. Evaluation. Marking pupils according to their activeness 

 

Director deputy on educational affairs ___________________ 
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Unit 1 My Hobby is blogging 

 

I. The theme of the lesson: GRAMMAR: Gerunds (2) 

II. The aim of the lesson: to develop pupils knowledge, grammar, oral speech, their pronunciation, reading and 

writing habits, to improve their opinion about our independence state, about English speaking countries, 

working with dictionaries. 

III. The equipment of the lesson: Student’s book and Workbook, DVD, computer, projector 

IV. NEW THEME: 

 

 

 
V. Homework. To make a list of vocabulary from the lesson and learn them by heart 

VI. Evaluation. Marking pupils according to their activeness 

 

Director deputy on educational affairs ___________________ 
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Unit 1 My Hobby is blogging 

I. The theme of the lesson: READING: An online advice column 

II. The aim of the lesson: to develop pupils knowledge, grammar, oral speech, their pronunciation, reading and 

writing habits, to improve their opinion about our independence state, about English speaking countries, 

working with dictionaries. 

III. The equipment of the lesson: Student’s book and Workbook, DVD, computer, projector 

IV. NEW THEME: 

 
V. Homework. To make a list of vocabulary from the lesson and learn them by heart 

VI. Evaluation. Marking pupils according to their activeness 

 

 

Director deputy on educational affairs ___________________  
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Ushbu to’garak konspektning to’liq yillik variantini olish uchun

+998911800985 Telegram raqami yoki @hasanboy_uz adresiga yozing 

Konspekt narxi

25 000 so’m
To’lov klik yoki payme orqali

Bog’lanish faqat telegram orqali. Telefon qilinganda yok sms yozilganda 

javob bermasligim ehtimoli yuqori!
 
To’garak hujjatlari bilan birga to’garak kitobi va audiosi ham beriladi.  
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